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EDITORIAL PAGES.

A Little Child Shall Lead Them.

Whom does the little child lead ? We answer “ Everybody, from
the Lord Jesus down to the very least.” Having “emptied Himself”
He was led as a tiny child from the unconsciousness of babyhood
through the mazes of childhood and youth to the place and the moment
of self discovery, for “ He increased in wisdom and stature and in

favor with God and man.” When He entered upon His public ministry

the Master was ever attracted and swayed by the needs of the little

ones. Did He preach the sermon on the mount, it was that parental

hearts might be softened, homes hallowed and the children come to

their own. In His inaugural sermon the Savior declared “ The Spirit of

the Lord is upon me because He hath anointed me to preach the

Gospel to the poor, He hath sent me to heal the broken-hearted, to

preach deliverance to the captives, the recovery of sight to the blind
”

climaxing the whole with the words “ to set at liberty them that are

bruised
;

” but the bruised then and now and through the intervening

millenniums have been the women and especially their little children.

Hence to follow Jesus is to follow the little child and be inspired by
its needs whose satisfaction is the welfare of all.

We are prone to get it t'other-end-ways and to say “ get the

parents right and they will righten the children.” But the parents are

fixed and hardened in their evil ways ; whereas, the children are largely

right already, “ Of such is the kingdom of heaven.” The children are

weak, as indeed we all are, but they realize it and therefore are humble,
which means they are vitally alert to utilize every means for growth and
efficiency and so, at once take their place among the elect, “ for God hath

chosen the weak things of the world to confound the things that are

mighty that no flesh should glory in His presence.” Thus the little

child makes swift development. He is recognized first by his parents as

a leader, whom he conducts at once from a house to a home wherein he
next reveals the mysterious depths of their own natures, of which
they had never dreamed, and forthwith, through that, as through a
spectrum, is interpreted to them the character of God, the All Father.

They quickly are taught so that they come to knozv that as they
cannot help brooding over their baby to dower it with the choicest

treasures of the earth and the heavens as fast as it can be induced to

appropriate them, in the same way does God, because He is the Father,

brood over them and all men ; which is a revelation impossible to any
and all other teachers,—and when we realize that the baby does all this
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unconsciously to itself we are filled with wonder and begun to under-

stand why the great Teacher chose one as His representative and
affirmed, “whoso receiveth one such little child in My name receiveth

Me and he that receiveth Me receiveth Him that sent Me.”
A perfect home would be one that fully meets the normal needs of

its children ;
a perfect nation one that adequately provides for the all-

around nurture of its little ones, and a heaven on earth would be an

earth in which all its boys and girls are normally developed.

Even as the world is to-day hardly semi-civilized in its best

estates, the little child is its chief asset for all that makes life desirable.

That the children may be freed from cruel bondage and reinforced by
the liberty which Christ brings, in order to untrammelled leadership

in the homes and so throughout the peninsula of Korea, is why we
publish this our Sunday School Problem number of the Korea Mission

Field.

Christian Art has idealized some of its paintings to their mutilation

so far as it was not in accordance with fact. It is all very well to

paint the ideal .Christ for He was ideal, is and ever shall be such, “the
same yesterday to-day and forever,” though the halo should have

been omitted ; but to paint children, ideal in form, feature and robing,

as those whom Jesus welcomed with “ Suffer the little children to come
unto Me and forbid them not ”—when they were only ordinary Oriental

little ones who, as we know them, if they have any clothes at all

they are a misfit, inadequately covering, unwashed forms, is to be

untrue to the facts. The context shows us that Jesus had just been

saying some very gracious things in defence of women and little

children, disallowing divorce for any but a single cause and in affirming

the one-ness of husband and wife, the holiness of wedlock and the

sanctity of home. The hearts of certain poor mothers with babies tied

to their backs on the outskirts of the throng, were touched and so

emboldened to press inward toward the Master Who, seeing the move,
smiled encouragement. As they closer drew, the disciples forbidding,

Jesus lifted up his voice and said, “ Suffer the little children and

forbid them not to come unto me for of such is the kingdom of

Heaven,”—whereat, the women broke clear thro to Jesus, Who loosened

the babes from their mothers’ arms or backs, and dirty, unkempt and

ill smelling, as they may have been, “ He took them up in his arms

put His hands on them and blessed them.” This makes the stronger

because a truer picture. Jesu* saw the angel within the little one whom
He had come to liberate. Here is where the great artists were untrue,

to the detriment of their work and so of their service to the world.

This is the message of Mrs. Swinehart’s poem.

Mr. Collyer’s picture of the dear old Grandfather Superindendent of

a Sunday School in a church ten years old, certainly might seem to be

overdrawn. We will affirm that the writer of that article has a reputa-

tion throughout Korea for truthfulness and also remind doubting readers

that “ truth is stranger than fiction.” It is easy to see that the Sunday
School soil in Korea is mostly virgin and that prayer is needed that fit
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laborers for the tillage be provided, who shall be “ clothed with

humility ” that shall make possible God’s use of them.

Mr. Macrae’s article on “ The Child, the Home and the Sunday
School ” is sympathetic and illuminating. That the acquisitive power of

the Korean child equals that of the Occidental until the age of fourteen

when it suddenly begins to wane, coincides with facts touching the

negro child of the United States, both of whom lack centuries of

mental backing ; but even that gives margin sufficient for “ ingrafting

into Christ ” if the Roman Catholic priest was correct in affirming,

“ Give me the training of a child until twelve years of age and no-one

later can unsettle him from the place of my planting.” Considering the

dependance of Western civilization on the home, the picture of the

practically homeless Korean little one is pathetic indeed. Lincoln said,

“All that I have and am I owe to my angel mother,” and all our
hearts acclaim the sentiment “ Be it ever so humble, there’s no place

like home.” To be assured that, for the present at least, the Sunday
School must furnish the atmosphere and the training of home for the

masses of the children of the Orient, certainly greatly magnifies our
office and forces us to claim the guidance of the Great Teacher. This
number reveals the Korean mothers bringing their timid little ones to

this place of homing ; they come also in “ doubles ” and in flocks, “ as

clouds and as doves to their windows.” It also demonstrates the

need of a fit welcome or rather of fit welcomers, Spirit taught and Spirit

filled teachers, who can deliver to these thirsty ones fresh water from
“ the wells of salvation.” Dr. Reynolds admits us into his secret place

of preparation of Lesson Helps which method is certainly first hand,
while Dr. Whiting’s method of making the lesson alive to the teachers

so that they can scarcely help imparting it to their pupils, may be
called uniquely daring in its spiritual simplicity.

Mr. Swinehart in “ Looking Backward and Forward ”
fills us not

with hope but with conviction that in the Sunday School movement in

Korea we are upon the right track. The English Bishop’s direction

for reaching Heaven was “ Take the first turn to the right and keep
right on.” We feel that we have taken the turn and need only to

keep right on and we will reach for Korea the goal already achieved
by Syen Chun; meanwhile in 1916 we will “On to Tokyo” to the
great World Sunday School Convention, that sitting there together at

His feet, we may develope strength to mount ever upward in this

kingdom of Heaven enterprise.

THE CHILDREN OF THE ORIENT.

A lovely picture, long ago.

Was painted by Correggio
Of Christ, the Master, gentle, mild,

Bestowing blessings on the child.
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The sweetest ones He gathers in
;

His eye and smile the shyest win ;

He reaches out to clasp so soft

The babe the mother holds aloft.

These cherubs are all pure and fair,

With sweetest skin and yellow hair.

No taint of sin, nor stain, nor soil,

The artist’s great conception spoil.

• And yet we ask, “ Correggio,

What made you paint that picture so;

How could you ever represent

That scene within the Orient?”

Now take your brush again, I pray.

And paint the scene another way.

Withdraw your eyes from things afar,

And show them as they really are.

The Master’s figure alter not

—

No line erase, nor change one jot

The soul enshrined within that frame

To-day and yesterday the same.

But, Oh, the children, paint them true,

Nor glaze their want in fancy’s hue
;

No trailing clouds about them dress,

But utter want and nakedness.

No ruddy cheek in healthy glow.

Above a bathe’d body show

;

But dirt, and soil, and nature's grime,

And foulest stains of parents’ crime.

No pleading mother’s softest clasp

In sweet appeal the Savior’s grasp

Invites, in earnest mute address,

To take the child, and that to bless.

Oh no, the tiny voiceless thing

Is tied but loosely by a string

Upon another baby’s back,

As less in value than a pack.

The Son of God, so glorious,

’Mid settings so incongruous—
To paint it thus, Oh Master, will

Most truly prove your highest skill.
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To place this purest shining saint,

’Mid scenes of noisome rank and taint

May warp the form of beauty’s lines

—

.Set formulas of arts designs.

But, then its truth will reach the heart,

And men will look, and know that Art
Says, “Suffer little children” meant,

The children of the Orient ?

Mrs. M. L. Swinehart.

THE SUNDAY SCHOOLS
AN EVANGELIZING AGENCY.

Sitting on an upturned kerosene box, from the corner of the room
I watched the long whiskered grandfather adjust his tortoise-shell

spectacles. He slowly rose to his feet and after much throat-clearing

said :
—“ Let us sing Hymn No. 5.” You have been there, so you know

how much tune there was to it. And then the prayer— it began in

Genesis, it touched the Psalms, and when it reached the New Testament
it was more confident in tone

;
it left the Bible and circled the world,

there were petitions for the sick, for the backsliders, for the growth of

the Church, then back to the Bible and after dwelling a bit in Revela-

tion it concluded with “ since we ask this in Jesus’ name we hope
Thou wilt grant our requests.” Everyone joined in the Amen, but if

we may judge by the vocal inflections the “Amen” was an ejaculation

of various sentiments ! When the Scripture has been read in alternation,

off come the spectacles, a summary of the lesson is given, and 25
minutes of the hour have gone before the Superintendent announces
“ We will now separate into classes and study the lesson.”

I climb down from my box and first have a little chat with Grand-
father. “I)o you have a teachers’ class during the week?” I ask.
“ Oh, yes, each Friday evening.” Then I walk round the school, visiting

each class for a few moments. Here is one teacher who is so short

sighted that the Lesson Quarterly is held closely to his face as he

drawlingly reads the notes on the lesson, the boys meanwhile paying

attention to everything else except the lesson. Another teacher is

saying answer to Question No. 5 which is “ Jesus came into the world
to save sinners.” Here is the children’s class—A is trying on B’s cap,

C is taking his socks off, D who is so quiet is looking at his hymnal
upside down so that one feels quite sure we were just too late to see a

bit of fun— but what is the teacher doing ? He is doing his best to make
the class recite the Golden Text.

The study period lasts hardly more than fifteen minutes when
Grandfather solemnly rings the bell and begins to ask questions. First,

of the men’s No. 1 class ; after three or four attempts the correct

answer is given. “ Now we will have an answer from men’s No. 2
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class.” The correct answer is given. And then something out of the

usual order, instead of asking in rotation, Question No. 3 is asked of
Class No. 5. An answer is immediately given, but is as far from the
question as is Dan from Beersheba !

Let us try to find out the reasons for the conditions we have just

witnessed. This particular Church is about ten years old and Grand-
father was the first one in the village to become a believer. For some
years he was leader of the group until a man of some education and in

the prime of life became qualified to preach and to lead the group. It

never would have done to have left Grandfather without an official

position so he was promoted to Sunday School Superintendent ! I want
to say, all honor to the old gentleman and may showers of blessing

crown his grey head. Glory be to God for his life of faith and trust

in the Lord Jesus; I thank God for his prayers, but I submit that it

would have been better to create a new title and confer on the old
gentleman the honor of Leader Emeritus than to side track him into

the office of Sunday School Superintendent.

The methods (?) of study interested me, so that I made enquiries.

On Friday evening Grandfather meets the teachers
;
they read over the

Lesson and the notes thereon and he hands to each written answers to

the questions printed at the end of the lesson. These are the answers
taught on Sunday and since they are numbered each teacher knows
which will be addressed to his class. Hence it was that Class 5 gave
answer No. 5 when asked the third question. In other words there

was absolutely nothing in the whole scheme of the teaching to promote
independent thought.

The Mission Station Sunday School.

On another Sunday we were sitting on the rostrum of a big city

church. Around us were several missionaries. Young and old were
crowding into the building. There was a buzz of conversation. Prompt-
ly to the minute a Korean, in early manhood, steps to the desk and
announces the hymn, evidently a favorite by the lusty way in which it

is sung. The prayer is fervent and right to the point
;
even the youngest

understand the petitions for the school as a whole
; for the teachers,

and for the pupils, nor were the sick forgotten. After the reading of

the passage of scripture a few well chosen words of exhortation bring

a smile of pleasure to all present. The singing of one verse of a hymn
is the signal for curtains to be drawn, whereby the auditorium is trans-

formed into twenty or more class rooms. After visiting the classes we
are impressed with the contrast between the Country Sunday School

and this one which proves the fact that when shown how, the Korean is

quite capable of carrying on an effective Sunday School.

Rally Day.

The conditions in no two Mission Stations are precisely alike,

hence let us avoid any cut and dried method to be applied in each local-
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ity. First get your young people together and win their sympathy— -

Rally Day is a good step in this direction. But let us always make it

a “step.” A step to something bigger and higher. A means of inspira-

tion. An opportunity of spreading contagious enthusiasm. A success-

ful Rally will increase your influence so let it culminate in setting some
ideal before your young people. Christ’s teaching, work, death and

resurrection found its culmination in that supreme moment when as

He ascended He bid his disciples “ Go ye therefore into all the world

and preach the gospel to every creature.”

“ Heathen Sunday Schools.’’

The idea of carrying the gospel through the medium of the

Sunday School to those who know it not has is some places been

developed with a measure of success that has surpassed the anticipations

of the most optimistic. Fed with the knowledge of the scriptures and

inspired with the idea of service, young people formed into groups are

carrying on a number Sunday Schools especially for children who are

not touched by other activities of the Church. We frequently hear

these Schools referred to as “ Heathen Sunday' Schools,” a term coined

in Korea and good enough in so far as it indicates whom they are

trying to reach.

The methods employed in Heathen Sunday Schools often vary

from what transpires in the ordinary Sunday School. Sometimes the

instruction is based entirely upon the “ Selected Lesson Leaves for
Children ” which are made up in pads. Each leaf has a picture and
a summary of the lesson for the day. We feel confident these would
be much more widely used were they better known. In one Mission

Station, at least, object lessons are worked out by one of the mission-

aries, taught to the groups of workers and by them to the Heathen
Sunday Schools. Still another method adopted by some to secure, or

keep up attendance, is the regular weekly giving of picture cards follow-

ed by quarterly or half-yearly prizes for those who do not miss in

attendance, and further prizes for those who have led the greatest

number of new pupils to the school. A prime prerequisite for increasing

Sunday School efficiency' is

—

The Teacher Training Class.

In such a class the same lesson is studied but it is studied pedagogi-
cally. In our Mission Station Sunday Schools there are a number of

people who would make good teachers if they only knew how.
What a good opportunity for starting a “Teacher Training Class.”

The course in this class should be for not less than a year. The lesson

for the day should be taught sometimes by' one and sometimes by
another of the pupils and then the manner in which it was taught be
criticised by the class under the careful leadership of the missionary.

Such a class in each Mission Station will provide a succession of trained
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teachers and on occasion will answer the vexing question of whom to use

as a substitute for the absent teacher. The effect of the Teacher Train-

ing Class will be farther reaching than the supply of teachers for the

Sunday School, it will, in some cases, be a stepping stone to the minis-

try and other forms of life service. To sum up this suggestion in a

word, it puts the very people he would most like to influence right in

the hand of the experienced missionary. One can hardly imagine in

what way an hour of greater influence could be spent by any missionary

than in the leading of a Teacher Training Class.

Helping the Country.

Of course it is impossible for the missionary in visiting the two,

three, or four score of churches under his care is repeat in each all

that he does in the Mission Station. The Mission Station Rally and
the Teachers’ Training Class put ideas into the minds of those who
want to do something. Let these during the vacation, or any other

time they can, go out in bands holding Sunday School Rallies in the

country. It will be found more effective to let the Country Rally extend

into an Institute in which the methods taught in the Mission Station

can be demonstrated. Success will be found to follow the holding of

Model Classes and Model Sunday Schools. The old saying “ seeing is

believing ” still holds good. Having seen how a successful Sunday
School is run, our country membership will catch the idea and will

apply the points they have seen to the betterment of the local Sunday
School, and will inaugurate Heathen Sunday Schools.

Thus in ever widening circles do we see extended the effort to

teach the Christians and to reach the Heathen.
C. T. COLLYER.

AN EXPERIMENT IN SPECIAL SUNDAY
SCHOOLS FOR CHILDREN FROM

HEATHEN HOMES.
Last fall I conducted a number of evangelistic campaigns in

different centers in my district and was greatly impressed by the

number of children from heathen homes who attended these meetings

and professed a desire to become Christians. Realizing that some special

method must be adopted if we were to hold these boys and girls, I

called a conference of all my helpers and Korean Associate Pastors, to-

gether with leading Sunday School workers in the district, and after an

all day discussion of the situation we decided to organize Special Sunday
Schools for children from heathen homes in seven of my largest churches.

A superintendent and assistant superintendent of each school was ap-

pointed and a common plan of detailed organization and use of cards, etc.

was adopted. The Special Sunday School was to meet in the school-

house at the same hour as the Regular Sunday School. The children
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1

were also to receive cards for bringing other children and all who
attended faithfully for six months were to be advanced to the Regular

Sunday School. A Sunday School Rally Week in each of the seven

churches preceded the opening of these Special Sunday Schools. As
far as possible, each house in the neighborhood was visited and the plan

announced to parents and children with the result that the Schools all

made an enthusiastic beginning, and so far have been continued with

success, the attendance now averaging between twenty and one hundred.

William N. Blair.

9

THE MOTHERS’ CLASS.

In our Sunday School work one of our greatest problems is to

get the little ones to leave their mothers and go into a Primary class.

Some are too timid and some are too willful and spoiled. In one

Sunday School which I visited this difficulty was overcome by having

a ‘mothers’ class. One of the very best story tellers was assigned to

this class as teacher. The mothers with their little ones, or sometimes

the grandmothers, gathered in a circle around the teacher with each

little one in front of his or her mother, and the young teacher, laying

aside all books and lesson helps, told them the lesson story in language

the little ones could easily understand now and then asking them
questions to hold their attention. After the story a short memory
verse was taught and recited over and over in concert. One could

see that it was not only the children who were enjoying the lesson

hour for the mothers and grandmothers watched the teacher attentively

and took in every word. After a few weeks, many of the children

are ready to be sent on to a regular Primary class and new ones take

their places. The other chief benefit is that the mothers—some of them
only girls little over twenty—and even the old grandmothers themselves

learn the art of telling Bible stories effectively to their own children.

In any Sunday School in which the adults and the children meet at

different hours this plan can very easily be put into operation and even

where all meet together it can be used, although in the latter case

there will probably be more opposition to overcome in beginning

because the mothers will not want to leave the classes they are already

in.

Mrs. J. G. Holdcroft.
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THE CHILD, THE HOME AND THE
SUNDAY SCHOOL.

In discussing a subject as the one before us in connection with the

Korea Mission Field there are certain things we must take for granted.

First, that the Korean child developes differently from a Western.

Second, that the Korean Home is totally different. Third, that the

Korean Sunday School must also, necessarily, be different.

To appreciate the problem before us we must find out these

differences and then discuss how the Home may be bettered, the school

organised and the child taught in such a way as may be best for the

kingdom.
Can one after a sympathetic study affirm that the Korean child

developes spiritually and mentally at a different rate of progress and on
different lives from a Western child ? We must be careful not to argue
from special children known to us who are picked and intelligent

From my own observation I should say that perhaps up to four or five

years old the child though more apathetic is more self reliant than a

Western child. Afterwards come three or four years of great activity

both mental and physical. This activity, in the brightest of the boys
and girls in our schools, seems to continue until the 12th or 13th year,

but in the stupid children, after the 8th or 10th year, mental activity

declines. After the fourteenth or fifteenth year the child, though
necessarily incapable of long physical or mental strain, may be considered

and treated very much as an adult.

One need but remark on the difference between the Korean and
the foreign home. It is one of the things that sadden all of us here

and makes us more and more assured of the fact that this land needs the

Master. The lack of home life and home training is perhaps strange in

this land where the home is the unit. But one may safely say that in

99% of the homes in Korea there is no sort of home training whatso-

ever, and as a result home affection, as we know it, doesn’t properly

exist. For this there are several reasons. It would be wrong to say

that the Koreans are not fond of children, because many are ; and we can

remember a dozen homes where the children are cared for, tended and
loved. Still it must be said that the average Korean parent has no
knowledge of training a child. His praise or blame is meted out

according to his own individual caprice and depends not on the praise-

worthiness or blame worthiness of the child. We have all seen children

savagely beaten for some small fault, but indulgently smiled upon at a

time perhaps, when the child has grossly sinned.

It is a true and joyous fact that the bringing of Christ into this land

has made for the brightening and sweetening of many a home, but I be-

lieve it is equally true that the problem before the Church, in relation to

its own people in this land, is nothing else than the home. We cannot rest

until in all the Christian homes the children are passionately loved, are

wisely and patiently taught, their future planned for and in fact the

responsibility of such a gift from God more fully appreciated.
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Given all this the Sunday School takes on an aspect of supreme

importance. In the Sunday School the child not only learns of the

truths of the Gospel and the sweet story of the Shepherd of the lambs, but

it is also the place where the Child learns his position in the Christian

community. In fact the Sunday School must take the place of the home
for the children of the Church in all points in which the home is lacking.

When we think of the sheltered homes of our own lands we should

work more earnestly for the Sunday Schools of this land. The work of

changing the homes of this land must be gradual and must be left

largely to the Spirit of the Master influencing the lives of the parents.

But we can directly affect the Sunday Schools. A little more attention

to details, a little more careful planning and organization, and a little more
thought and prayer will make a world of difference.

It seems to us that the crux of the situation is the teacher.

We must have God-filled men and women. They must hunger for the

souls of the children. They must be tireless in their work and fully

aware of its importance. They must finally be men and women thoroughly

wise and knowing their work, or at least they must be ready to give

a great deal of hard work and time to preparation.

This work of making our Sunday Schools better is not difficult ;

it will take thought and prayer but the end of it will be a gathered

harvest.
F. J.

L. Macrae.

REWARDS.
In this glad number of the Mission Field I am to write a few

words in regard to the giving of rewards in connection with the work
of Sunday Schools. I say this glad number. For surely an issue

given over to the young life of Korea, connected with their gather-

ing into Sunday Schools where the Word of God is the supreme
object of study, is the gladdest thing in Korea to-day. Do you never

have the feeling borne in on you as you talk to the average Korean
man about his soul, that he has passed out beyond the point where
the gospel can reach him and make its appeal to him, Either poverty

has blinded his eyes, or Ancestor worship has closed his mind, or this

or that holds him body and soul to the old life. So many times have
they said, “ Yes, teach it to my boy or girl. I want them to believe.

But I cannot.” So that our gospel is primarily a gospel of hope for

the young. We shall probably secure for the Church of our Lord
Jesus Christ its best mortgage on the future by making sure that we
despise none of these little ones that are so easily snared by His net.

In the Southern Presbyterian Mission we have now an arrangement
for rewards that from present appearances will go far toward securing

attendance on the Sunday Schools and faithful study as well. Our
publication Board in America has agreed to give the New Testament to

those who recite perfectly the Child’s Catechism and the Old Testament
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to those reciting the Shorter Catechism. We are therefore able to

promise at least three different rewards. Friends in America are sending

us many hundreds of the small picture cards. We give one of these

as a reward for four Sabbaths’ attendance on Sunday School. They are

very eager to get them and so far it has worked well. They are at

once set to studying the Child's Catechism and on the completion of

it and a perfect recitation at one sitting they are given a nicely bound
reference edition of the New Testament. On completing this, they are

started on the study of the Shorter Catechism and on perfect recitation

of it, a one volume beautifully bound, handy size edition of the Old
Testament is given as reward. This is now definitely accepted by this

Mission and is working.

This plan has several advantages and no disadvantages so far as we
can now see. In the first place every child, and grown person as well,

desires reward for labor done. God, in both the Old and New Testa-

ments has promised it to us. “ They that turn many to righteousness

shall shine as the stars.” “ I go to prepare a place for you” and there

are many more promises of reward for faithful labor. Since then we
must have and should have rewards, the Bible is the one best thing to

give. The learning of the Catechisms we believe will establish in

doctrine the Church in Korea as nothing else can. With us, perhaps

the greatest need is officers of genuine worth and power
;
men of

character and balance
;
whom the desire for gain or influence

cannot reach. Grounding the Church in the great basal truths of the

Bible will produce them. Therefore, in giving as rewards the New and
Old Testaments for the learning of the Catechisms we feel that we are

accomplishing two good things at one time. We meet the legitimate

desire for reward by giving the Bible, and by offering the reward we
secure the study of the fundamentals and so ground the Church.

Another benefit of this plan is this. Examinations are held before

the assembled congregation. The constant reiteration of question and
answer go far toward teaching those who are not studying the catechisms,

the truths therein contained. As a byproduct the whole Church is

educated.

Moreover, this giving out of new and better printed editions of the

Scriptures leads to fresh study of the Word of God and that always

leads to fresh evangelistic effort and issues in more consecrated lives.

One other advantage of giving rewards is that it furnishes a starting

point, or talking point for the Christians as they attempt to get into new
territory to start a Sunday School. They say “ We want to teach those

who cannot do so, to read these songs and Catechisms and finally

to give as rewards these lovely books.” It gives them a feeling

that they are presenting a good case and as courage is the main thing

needed in starting and continuing a school anywhere— this goes far in

supplying that deficiency.

Finally, it works. In the territory of one of the Southern Presbyterian

Stations we have already presented more than two hundred Old and

New Testaments, and many hundreds of scholars are busily employed
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learning. These examinations are held and rewards given along with

the other examinations for baptism and new believers. Study is thus

dignified and the rewards given are prized all the more, when the ones

who receive them are called before the pulpit and there exhorted that

as they have learned perfectly the Catechisms so now they will learn

from first to last—the Bible.

Perhaps any of the Missions in which some such plan is not now
at work will find its Publication Board glad to extend its work to the

foreign fields in this way. If not, some one man of means can be found

who will willingly finance the whole enterprise for a Mission. In propor-

tion to the outlay of both time spent by the Missionary and means
invested by whoever does it, I know of no better paying investment.

Chas. II. Pratt.

SUNDAY SCHOOL LESSONS IN THE
MAKING.

It is said to be easier to tell others how a thing ought to be

done than to do it oneself. This article, however, is not an attempt to

tell others how to makes Sunday School Lessons, but simply a brief

account of how one person made them. It is doubtless due to the fact

that it fell to my lot to prepare the New Testament Lessons for children

for 1914, and the Old Testament Lessons for adults for 1915, that the

Chairman assigned me the above topic.

The first thing that comes to mind, as I look back at the finished

task, is the fact that we made the Lessons directly in the vernacular

without an English draft. Shortly after beginning the work, I was
amused at receiving a type-written, well expressed letter from an English

speaking Korean, offering to translate my Lessons for me if I would send

him the English draft, and giving the names of several missionaries for

whom he had done similar work. Unfortunately for his hopes of getting

a job, I had no English draft, and even if I had had one, would not

have sent it to him. I^essons translated by this same too learned

gentleman some years ago were found to be so difficult and full of

uncommon Chinese derivatives that the average Korean could not

understand them, and a special vocabulary had to be prepared and
inserted in the lesson Quarterly.

Surely one lesson to be learned from that experience is that if an

expert translator is employed, the foreigner should go over the translation

carefully with an average Korean and ruthlessly cut out unfamiliar

expressions, and make sure that the meaning is plain.

As for our methods of work ; after dividing the book to be studied

into fifty-two Lessons, and selecting an appropriate Title and Golden
Text for each, a general introduction, analysis of the book, hints for

teachers, etc., were prepared, making use of commentaries and helps, of

course, but writing directly in Korean.
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As we went on from Lesson to Lesson, my Korean assistant usually,

though not always, wrote the story of the Lesson and most of the

questions, while I wrote the heads, exposition verse by verse, practical

points, illustrations, and spiritual thoughts to be drawn from the Lesson.

What each had written separately was then read aloud and discussed,

corrections made, where necessary, and the whole thing neatly copied

for the press and re-read before sending off.

Especial emphasis was laid on personal religion, and definite appeals

made, wherever possible, to accept Christ and live according to His

teachings.

Making the Lessons at the rate of two a day, during the heat of

summer, was hot work, but they were gladly laid at the feet of the

Great Teacher. If He can use them, it is enough.
W. D. Reynolds.

TEACHING KOREAN SUNDAY
SCHOOL TEACHERS.

The longer one lives in the Orient the more is one impressed with

the wide difference there is between our manner of thought, of expression,

of reasoning, of logic and that of the Korean. Our direct, terse, epi-

grammatic sentences are simply not understood. One has to learn by
heart-breaking experiences that to have a Korean understand him, he
must approach the subject through a blind alley, and hammer in a

negative statement as the surest way of being understood. The Korean
preacher, after years of study and a complete theological course, will, as

Dr. Clark expresses it, “ take a text and then go everywhere preaching

the Gospel.” A string of stories and fables is the armament of the

popular preacher. This mental bias must be reckoned with if you are

to become a successful teacher of the Korean teachers.

There are certain things which I believe are absolutely essential to

success in this work of teaching teachers;—
First.—The Bed Rock of the Scriptures—a belief in the Holy Scrip-

tures as the very Word of God. That gives confidence and authority

to your teaching.

Second.—Have each lesson contain one truth that stands out clear

and commanding. The Korean delights in a multitude of headings and
sub-headings, and to these still other sub-topics, that relate in some remote

way to the chapter under discussion. Diagrams and out-lines, the more
fanciful the better. I believe in One Chief Subject and only a few

divisions or sub-divisions, and these most clearly relating to and illumina-

ting the chief subject.

Third.—The preparation of the lesson is a joint proposition. If the

teacher of the teachers makes all the preperation and the teachers none,

he is a failure. My aim has been to get each teacher to begin on
Sunday afternoon and read the lesson for the next Sunday at least once
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each day. They come then with the few verses of the lesson already

in mind and your job is more than half accomplished.

Fourth .—The Koreans are in that period of mental development

when the eye door is the surest way to stamp a truth indelibly on their

minds. One of the preachers from Syen Chun district while here attend-

ing the General Assembly said to me
;

“ You don’t remember me do
you ? ” I admitted that I did not. Then he said “ Seven years ago
you gave a chalk talk in Pyeng Yang and I remember all of it.” That

is a common experience. The crude drawings make a lasting imprint

on the mind.

Fifth .—The Scriptures are the best interpreter of the Scriptures.

For that reason I believe that lesson helps for the teacher rob him of

the very prop on which success is built. Let me illustrate. Suppose

the lesson is John 3; 1-13. The private interview of Nicodemus
with Jesus. Let the teacher read this Sunday, after the afternoon

service. He can not help but stop at the seventh verse, “Ye must be

born again.” Monday he reads it again and he begins to see the diffi-

culty of Nicodemus facing that fact. Tuesday as he reads the picture

of a self-righteous man the humiliating statement of Jesus begins to get

hold of him. With each reading he gets a clearer understanding of

Nicodemus’ predicament and Jesus’ wonderful words. It becomes vital

to him and as a new born man he comes to his class and speaks out of

what the Holy Spirit has taught him through the Word.
Now suppose the teacher has some fine helps. He knows that

they have been prepared by one who knows more than he does. He
thinks he can not do any better, so he reads them, looks up the refer-

ences and faces his class, a dispenser of canned goods.

I most sincerely believe that the very best preparation to teach is

repeated prayerful reading of the lesson. Read it until its yours, until

you are surprised at its beauty, until you have a message out of it for

your class.

There is no short cut to success as a teacher of teachers. I might
say that next to a thorough preparation to teach, is promptness and
regularity in doing your job. These are minor things but the Koreans
will never learn the value of time and the importance and value of their

job unless the foreign teacher is always there and on time.

There is a tendency to let the Sunday School go when some
extra preacher comes along. Three, four, or even six Sunday School
hours a year are taken up by preaching. It’s lots easier to sit and
listen to a sermon, than to prepare and teach a lesson. The people also

hate to make the mental effort to study, so Sunday School is called off

and Rev. So and So preaches. That itinerating gentleman should think

some before attempting to talk himself, in the place of a lot of people

sitting around studying the Living Word.
H. C. Whiting.
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LOOKING BACKWARD AND FORWARD.
Altho we have outgrown the name “ Heathen Sunday School,” it

still clings to that department of the work which has promoted special

effort among the children of heathen parents—but no matter what the

name— it is results we are after . in this great campaign for recruits

from the ranks of the enemy which Satan has so long claimed as his

allies.

Naturally, we met much opposition from that ever alert antagonist,

and as a result many and varied were the problems which came to us

for consideration and solution. We confess to many blunders and
errors of judgment, but the most of our troubles have yielded grace-

fully to corrective treatment.

When the movement became general over Korea for the establish-

ment of Sunday Schools for the children of heathen parents, there was
some doubt whether this plan would extend in its influence to the

parents and older members of the families, and this feature of the work
has been especially watched and studied by those interested.

It Vvas a question whether the children could influence their parents

to the point of having them become actually interested in something
which would at once reduce their earning capacity practically 15 %,
by requiring them to observe every seventh day, without work.

However, there were those who thought the experiment should be

made, feeling that God was calling for just that sort of effort in Korea,

and that the country as a whole should be the field, rather than isolat-

ed sections. The attempt was made, therefore, to reach all of Korea
with a special message urging greater activity in Sunday School work.

As an illustration of the response received from this call, permit

me to cite the results in our own Mission, the statistics of which are

before me as I write.

Three years ago the attendance at Sunday Schools was less than

the church membership. This in itself was significant. The latest

statistics show the Sunday School attendance to be 2,500 more than

the church enrollment, though the growth of the later institution has

been regular and gratifying

!

If the same proportion, or even 50^ of the same rate of in-

crease, has been reached in other Missions in Korea, we feel that it

is a conservative statement, easily substantiated, that our Sunday
School attendance in Korea has increased approximately 10,000 during

the past four years.

How effective has been the work can best be illustrated by
concrete cases which have come under my personal observation, the

opportunities for which are necessarily limited owing to the localized

nature of my work.

Three years ago at Mokpo, in a class of 18 who received baptism, and

were accepted into full church membership, there were 7 women, none

under 30 years of age, who had first heard the gospel, arid received

all their instruction in a Heathen Sunday School, organized by one of
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the missionaries two and one half years ago, but conducted largely

by Koreans.

The far reaching influence of these Christian mothers, in their

homes and neighborhoods can not be reckoned in numbers.

Again, in a little struggling Sunday School 3 miles from Kwang-
ju, which has been visited but three times by a foreigner, there has

come fruit which surely caused the angels in heaven to rejoice, even

as some of us wept for joy, as we saw a father, a mother and their

16 year old son receive baptism and enter His service, two weeks

ago. In the early stages of this beginning, the father of the trio, who
is a learned Chinese Scholar, was so anxious to have a song book,

that he copied a borrowed one, having no funds with which to pur-

chase a new book.

A visitor from America, seeing his zeal and what he had done,

gladly made the exchange of a bright, red. backed song book, for the

one on brown paper, worked out with so much effort.

Joined with them are others who have decided to believe, but

have not been accepted by the session.

Just what proportion of the “applied Christianity” these folks

received while erecting the walls for their own meeting place, spread-

ing the mud on the walls with their own hands, and furnishing the

straw for the roof, I do not know. This I do know,—that as I watched
them at work, I could see no difference in the zeal shown by the one

baptised member in that village of 1 20 houses and those who had by
this action set themselves apart as seekers for truth or followers of

Christ. This was significant.

I quote from the Annual Report of a member of our Mission,

of a work with which I am very familiar. Speaking of the wonderful

growth and interest which has developed in the local work under her

charge, she says
;
“ It began with a Thursday Sunday School among

the heathen children, and has extended to a permanent meeting for

worship among some of the most intelligent people of the town, the

men in particular, showing much enthusiasm about studying the word
of God.” No doubt about the results there !

Referring to another Sunday School for heathen children, I find

in an Annual Report, the following ;
“ This Sunday School averages

60 in attendance every Sunday, and recently fifteen of the boys stood,

to testify a desire to join the catechumen class of the church. This
Sunday School has also been most valuable in providing a place where
the pupils from our Girl’s School might teach their little neglected

sisters of the villages.”

Less than a month ago, in a heathen Sunday School which was
organized about three years ago, five young men, ranging in age
between 1 3 and 1 8 years, and three girls were admitted to the cate-

chumenate.

There has been but one baptised Christian in this village of over
2,000 Koreans, but who would venture to predict the far reaching
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influence of this school which has averaged over 100 in attendance

for three years, now that a visible start has been made.
Last week word came to the missionary in charge of the work

in a certain section, that a little Korean girl, seven years old, who
had been a faithful attendant upon the sessions of the heathen Sunday
School started in her little village two and a half years ago, had died.

Thinking to comfort the mother of the child, she visited the

home, inwardly dreading to face the awful sounds of Oriental mourn-
ing which she expected to meet. Imagine her surprise, if you can,

when the mother met her at the door of the little home, with dry
eyes, and in a composed manner told of the last hours of the little

witness for Christ.

“Young Sunie knew she was going to die soon, but did not

have any fear at all. She kept telling me over and over that she was
going to heaven, and that she was ready to go, if only I would tell

her that I would become a Christian and meet her there,” said the

mother.

There were tears in the eyes of the missionary as she thought of

the bright face, now cold in death, and easily imagined just how
earnestly she plead with her mother to become a Christian, and she

turned to the mother, saying, “ Oh, why did’nt you promise her?"
“I did,” she replied, “and I start to church next Sunday to

learn more of the Way.”
One might continue indefinitely with similar cases, but why?—this

is not an argument but a record, and enough has been said to in-

dicate what has been accomplished. What will be accomplished rests

with us.

And what is to be gained by a recital of what has been done
in this connection? Let me tell you. It is in the earnest hope that

it may lead some to greater activity in this work which surely seems

to have recommended itself to the Heavenly Father, if we may judge
by results, and that the coming three years will mark still greater

advance than the last.

M. L. SWINEHART.

SUNDAY SCHOOLS IN SYEN CHUN.

Sunday morning is given over to Bible study in Syen Chun. The
first bell rings at nine o’clock and the last hymn is sung at twelve thirty

or one according to the terminal facilities of the teacher who gives the

desk review. Since we are in Korea the gentlemen have the first turn.

It would be an impossibility for all to assemble at one time although

we should use all the available space, hence we are forced to graded
schools, a state of affairs which we greatly appreciate.

There are four schools for men and boys with a further opportunity

for the smallest of them to go with their sisters to the Girls’ School.

A hasty trip around from church to church and then to school build-
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ings would show the four and give a glimpse of 328 men at the South

Church, 494 at the North Church, 250 lower grade boys and 140

young men. At the same time the Girls’ School is in session in the

Bible Institute Building, with 381 girls and 46 little boys enrolled.

After these schools are dismissed the women assemble for their study,

416 of them belonging in the South Church and 546 in the North

Church. This enrollment of 2,601 gives us an average attendance well

over 2,000 who every Sabbath morning join in the study of God’s Word.
When one takes into consideration the fact that Syen Chun has at best

a population of but 6,000 this means a third of the town in the classes

and leaves us longing to reach the other two thirds and draw them

into active service. With Korea’s long established custom of some one

always staying at home to watch the house we cannot expect our

enrollment and average attendance exactly to coincide but we would be

delighted to add to both figures.

The attendants in Sunday School are classified according to church

standing, the baptized members, and catechumens and new believers.

These general divisions are subdivided according to age. The Korean
pastors think the large classes satisfactory but the foreigners connected

with the various schools, work toward small divisions. For a time we
tried graded lessons but have returned to the common lessons, depend-

ing upon the teachers to adapt the teaching to the scholar. After a

special evangelistic service last winter when it seemed hard to follow up
and instruct the new converts there were new classes formed for the ones

coming in then and part of the lesson hour given to catechism lessons.

The plan has seemed to result well for already some of those new
recruits are ready to pass on into the catechumenate.

In the Women’s Sunday Schools we have gradually hunted out

teachers until we have practically doubled the number of classes, within

the past five years. With inconspicuous wires strung throughout the

churches from pillar to pillar we are able to have curtains dividing the

classes. It takes but a moment to adjust the curtains and there is a

great advantage in being able to cut off the view of surrounding classes.

In enrolling women it has proven helpful to record also the name of the

woman who brings the new scholar, in this way it is possible to follow

her up and have some one interested in keeping her in constant attend-

ance.

The ever present problem of babies is to be met in our women’s
schools. Little can be done to help the mothers whose babies are

small but for children running about we provide a teacher with a picture

roll and cards to attract their attention. These classes we do not

include in the enrollment of the Sunday School for many of them have
already attended the Girls’ School. The picture lures the little ones
and the mothers have opportunity for more profitable studying.

The great problem of our work is not the reaching and gathering

of pupils. There is a steady increase in our enrollments and the present

attendants are alive to the opportunities of reaching others. Neither is

our greatest problem the grading of our work, for the church divisions
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give us a foundation for grading and there is no sensitiveness on the

part of a Korean man, or a woman either, which keeps him or her from
telling age and taking a place according to years. Our great problem
is to find teachers in their ranks who can give profitable and satisfactory

instruction. A teacher in an American Sunday School who has the

teaching of fifteen pupils thinks it is enough for intensive work. Using
that as a basis we would need 175 teachers to handle our enrollment

where as yet we have less than one hundred. There are of course

many things to be considered in the selection of teachers and we would
well make haste slowly in giving the responsible work into unaccustomed
hands. There seems to be an inherent objection in a Korean mind to

small classes and it is hard to persuade the teachers that fifteen listeners

are worth their best efforts. Gradually they are coming to realize that

they can better know and enter into the life of the smaller number and so

their work can be effective if not so extensive as they formerly thought

it must be. We have found it wise to make it a rule that teaching

must depend upon attendance upon the teachers’ normal class during

the week. We have found also in connection with this that it is better

for the women if the instruction is given them apart from the men. It

takes a brave and learned woman to ask questions and discuss the

lesson with the brethern sitting on the other side of the curtain, but we
find them ready enough when the weekly teachers’ class is for them-

selves apart.

In our scheme of Bible Classes in our station work we have a

three weeks’ class for the Sunday School women teachers. This class

in for the benefit of the country constituency as well as the town and
is well attended. This summer the enrollment is well over a hundred.

They have in the course the parts of the Bible which we do not use in

the Sunday School course as well as the lessons they will be called

upon to teach. The effort is to give them a general knowledge of the

Bible so they may teach with more power because of reserve knowledge.

There is also instruction in methods of teaching. The progress along

the line of Biblical knowledge is slow but it is nevertheless sure.

When one thinks back to the work of years ago and compares the

work that the teachers are doing now with what the same teachers

did in those times there is great cause for encouragement and we thank

the Lord for His blessing upon the work and the workers.

Helen McAfee McCune.

ON TO TOKYO.
The Eighth Convention of the World’s Sunday School Association

is to be held in Tokyo, Japan, October 18-26, 1916. This is the first

time that this great Association has ever held a Convention in this part

of the Orient or even near enough the Far East to permit of the

attendance of large delegations.
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The various Sunday School Unions and Associations exist for the

purpose of restoring and fostering the great teaching function of the

Christian Church. Of these associations the head and front of all is

the World’s Sunday School Association. It was formed by men of

vision and daring faith. It has been a means of blessing not only to

the churches of the home lands, but of late years more and more to

all mission lands also for it is actively missionary as well as educational

in all its plans and purposes. It is in large part because of this mis-

sionary interest that the Association decided to accept the invitation

extended it by the Christian forces and business men of Japan to hold

its eighth convention in Tokyo. Who can estimate the force of atten-

tion that will be directed to Christianity in Japan, and. only in lesser

degree throughout the whole Orient as well, by the gathering together

in Tokyo of thousands of Sunday School workers and leading Bible

teachers of the world ? That the Japanese have realized the importance

of this gathering is shown by the fact that Count Okuma himself is

acting as Chairman of the Tokyo Patrons’ Committee notwithstanding

the weight of his years and the heavy responsibilities of his great office

as Premier of Japan.

The program which is in process of formation cannot be announced
at this early date but the plans are now sufficiently well known to state

that the authority of the Scripture as the rule for the practice of faith

and the Deity of Christ the only Saviour of the world will be strongly

emphasized in the hope of directing the attention of the best minds of

the Orient to that which alone can save them individually or nationally.

In Korea the aims of the World’s Sunday School Association in

seeking entrance to non-Christian lands have not been fully understood
at all times. Some have felt theft the Association urged principles and
practices inimical to our work. The Association, however, does not

seek for self aggrandizement but only to extend a helping hand. No
better opportunity could be had of clearing up such misunderstandings
than the Tokyo Convention will afford. Every missionary ought to

make it a point to attend and large delegations ought to be secured
from the Korean Churches. If this is done the writer is positive that

all will see that the World’s Sunday School Association seeks only to

help, that it can help, and that if we as Churches and Missions fail to

avail ourselves of the help so generously offered we will be injuring the

work that is first in our hearts and lives. There is inspiration and aid

to be secured, there is no harm to fear.

The Executive Committee for the Korea Sunday School Associa-
tion, at the request of the World’s Sunday School Association’s Execu-
tive Committee, has appointed two members, Rev. Hyen Soon of Seoul
and Mr. M. L. Swinehart of Kwangju to aid the Tokyo Patrons’ Com-
mittee in making arrangements for the Convention in Japan and in

securing attendance of delegates from Korea. This Committee will

keep us informed of plans affecting the Convention, endeavor to secure
railroad rates and urge upon all the importance of this convention. But
let each Mission and Church take the matter up at once and see that
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Korea is adequately represented and that we not only secure the help
available but also give to the Sunday School world the vision of that

which in the providence of God has already been secured here : The
whole Church in the Sunday School and the whole Sunday School in the
Church. This we can do for the whole Christian world through the

Tokyo Convention of the World’s Sunday School Association, October
18-26, 1916 if we choose to do so and begin to prepare now.

J. G. Hoi.dcroft.

SOME REMARKS ON WOMAN S WORK.
Doubtless all missionaries upon coming to Korea were struck by

the different customs as to sex from what we have in Western lands.

Separation, except in the innermost circle of the home or in the outer-

most circumference in the realms of vice, seemed to be the governing
principle. The seclusion of women in separate quarters in the home,
the veiled woman’s face in public, the large hat coming down over the

shoulders for young women, the polite shyness of Korean women, the

curtain dividing men and women in all mixed audiences, women’s and
girls’ Sunday Schools and Bible classes, separate day schools for girls

and Bible Institute for women—all these and many more similar customs
point to altogether different sex standards.

Most missionaries wisely corrected what was wrong and adopted the

balance entire for the church and for Christian communities. And not

only so but most of them set their faces against any change that was not

absolutely necessary. Taking down *the curtain, wearing of foreign

clothes, new styles of doing up the hair, any tendency towards freedom
in the mingling of the sexes, an inclination towards western customs in

engagements and marriage ceremonies, have been stoutly resisted by both

a majority of the missionaries and a majority of the Korean church
leadership. This has been necessary and right ; if changes must come
they should come slowly.

And yet some missionaries are agitated needlessly over certain

changes that are coming gradually and perhaps are over extreme in

their opposition. Many of the Koreans also have their doubts about the

new training for Christian girls. The writer knows of a well-to-do, wide

awake, up-to-date Christian man who has supported the church heartily

in all its educational work. He engaged his two boys, high school

graduates, to two very bright Christian girls, both of them Girls’ school

graduates. Both are ideal young women from Christian homes and

their training has not been “ new fangled,” and yet both are strong

minded and independent and perhaps lacking in the proverbial “ daughter-

in-law obedience ” of a Korean home. At any* rate this man has a third

son in a Christian academy and the report is that he has engaged this

third son to a Christian country girl who has never had the sight of a

Girls’ school and who knows nothing except how to read her Bible and do
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housekeeping and sewing according to the best Korean standards. This

case is duplicated by that of a Chinese teacher in the same church. He
is a well bred Korean, believes in education, and teaches Chinese in the

Girls’ School. And yet when selecting a wife for his son, now in our

church academy, he did not select one of the girls whom he is teaching

but a girl of a good family, whose parents were too poor to send her to

school, but who have taught her how to be an ideal Korean house-

keeper ;
this girl’s training in the home and in the church has made her

a modest, refined, obedient young woman.
Missionaries and others in charge of our Christian Girls’ Schools

deserve our sympathetic interest and not our criticism
;
they are grap-

pling with real problems, the solution of which is difficult. They
themselves will agree that an education for girls which is intellectual

and aesthetic and yet not practical, which trains the girls to do a lot of

new things and yet does not encourage and help them to do housekeeping

as well or better than their mothers, that does not graduate them willing

to go back to their homes and better their living conditions as far as pos-

sible and be content when desirable changes cannot be made in their day
and generation—an education which does a lot of things that are all right

in themselves but leaves undone urgent and important things is deficient ;
•

it is even more deficient in Korea than in America.

However such a deficiency, if it exists, cannot in most cases be
laid at the doors of those in charge of educational work. If undesirable

changes are coming about those in charge of women’s work are not

always to blame. The presence of a force of missionaries from western

lands, with their different customs and habits of living, the in-rush of

the Japanese with different sex standards, the natural influence of Chris-

tianity as to woman’s standing in any non-Christian land, will inevitably

bring changes and most of them for the better. We may wish that

some of the change, while not wrong in themselves, might not be intro-

duced among an oriental people, and we need not be surprised if the

pendulum swings too far and some changes decidedly injurious are made.
It should not seem strange if Korean young women want something

to say about their own marriage and they are not necessarily great

sinners because they resort to some western notions and customs in the

matter. If Korean women are inclined to be independent and defend

their honor and liberty, as a result of a Christian training, we should
rejoice. If a woman refuses to submit to her overbearing, irate

mother-in-law and to the whims of a husband who still holds to his low
non- Christian views of women, there is no cause for regret. At the

same time she may be taught to render all due obedience and submission
to those over her and to be faithful as a wife and mother.

These remarks began by calling attention to the separation of the

sexes common to the life of the Korean people for ages, and by assenting

to the principle being carried over into the church with reservations.

The remarks will close by specifying one of the reservations. It is all

right to have women’ s Sunday Schools, Bible classes, Bible Institute,

Bible Women, single lady missionaries— in short a separately organized
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women’s work but a mistake to have the teaching and directing done by
women workers only. A safe and general law of church government is

that all the work of the church is under the direction and control of

the church governing bodies which are composed ot men. and those in

charge of women’s work should not only welcome and seek this official

direction but not feel hurt when it does not harmonize exactly with

what they (the women themselves) would like to have. Part of the time

Women’s Sunday School classes, Teachers classes and Bible classes

should be taught by men—Korean church officers, Korean pastors and
missionaries. It is a mistake for male missionaries, busy though they

be, not to teach in Women’s Bible Institutes.

In making these statements some fundamental principles are involv-

ed ;
in the organizations of human society in the state church, and

family, the governing function devolves largely on men. A church
organization which allows male missionaries, Korean pastors and elders to

know the women under their charge only by hearsay is weak. They
should teach the women in classes and feel free to appear in all women’s
meetings in the church ; of course they should not be officious unneces-

sarily and their deportment should be above suspicion. Even the fact that

* there is temptation along this line is not sufficient reason for keeping

entirely to the old standards the failure of which to develop strength of

character shows the need of modifications. Christianity gives women
some rights unknown to non-Christian lands ; this new freedom cannot

be exercised by a strict compliance with non-Christian standards.

As an American I lament some of the extremes to which our

American women have gone. At the same time our present standards

with the extremes are much to be referred to a lifeless, willess, over-docile,

idealess, temptation-resistless, uninitiative womanhood.
In short, in the development of our woman's work changes will

come, problems will arise, mistakes will be made, extremes will crop out,

but in it all progress will be made. But the best results cannot be

obtained by maintaining a strictly separate woman's work.

By a Mai.e Missionary.
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NOTES AND PERSONALS.
Thomas Wills, son of Rev. L. Y. Newland was born July 9th, 1915.

Olive Violet, daughter of Rev. and Mrs. A. L. Becker, was born at their

home in Seoul, April 28th, 1915.

Rev. and Mrs. S. J. Proctor are deeply grateful to God and to their helping

in prayer friends for the safe arrival of “ A fine boy, David John,” who was born

at their home in Hamheung, July 29th, 1915.

Miss Margaret Bell Dunnington, of Virginia, a sister of Mrs. T. H. Daniel,

of Chunju, was married to Dr. T. D. Sloan, of Nanking, China, on the evening

of July 29th, at half past eight o’clock, in Seoul. Mr. and Mrs F. M. Brockman,

although absent from the city, notwithstanding, furthered this enterprise in a

graciously practical way by placing their residence at the disposal of Dr. and

Mrs. T. H. Daniel who took possession and arranged the nicest kind of an “ in-

formal home wedding” at which about twenty-five friends, including Mr. Miller,

United States Consul General, rejoiced with the newly wedded pair. Rev. S. D.

Winn tied the knot.

Miss Helen Forsyth, who for several years has acted in the capacity of

superintendent nurse at The Severance Hospital, in Seoul, was married to

Mr. William Gray, lately of Seoul but now of Yokohama and connected with

the staff of The Standard Oil Company, at Yokohama on the third of last August

at the British Consulate General and at the Church of England.

As we go to press we learn that the marriage of Miss A. G. Niven, of Fusan-

chin to the Rev. A. Wright, of Masampo, both of the Australian Presbyterian

Mission, has been arranged to take place late in September.

Mr. Bowling Reynolds arrived in Seoul about the middle of July from the

United States, where he has been engaged in study, and at once joined his family

at Sorai Beach. At the close of the season there, he will spend a year with the

family at Chunju during which period he will conduct the studies of his sisters.

Mr. Sherwood Hall, son of Mrs. Rosetta S. Hall, M.D. of Pyeng Yang, recently

graduated from Mt. Hermon School, Massachusetts, U. S- A. Ke goes to McGill

for further prosecution of study.

Rev. and Mrs. R. D. Watson of Tong Yeng gladdened their friends in Seoul

by sojouring several days with us during July, thus lowering the temperature

several degrees, so that we hope they will do it again, not only, but that their

friends will imitate their example—Like Oliver we want “more.” It was very

hot in July.

Rev. P. L. Grove, of Pyeng Yang, is anxious to purchase a B flat cornet, for

use in his Korean work. Please state the make, the original price, the kind of

case, the number of years used and the lowest possible price.
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THE KOREAN RELIGIOUS TRACT SOCIETY
endeavours to serve the SUNDAY SCHOOL CAUSE by publishing an excellent

series of

SUNDAY SCHOOL SUPPLIES.
Reward Cards 13 cards, all different, in one packet.

New Testament incidents per packet .03%
Reward Cards 52 cards, all different, in one packet,

being a series of piciures illustrating Korean life. Verses of Scripture

on each per packet .06

S.S. Member’s Certificate for presentation to

Scholar on attaining full membership in Sunday School. In colors.

Size 7 by 5% inches each .01

Merit Certificate for presentation in exchange for a

certain number of Reward Cards, or for Scripture examinations, etc.

In colors. 7 by 5% inches each .01%
Secretary’s Record iol A card ruled for one quarter,

providing spaces for the various statistics concerning the Sunday
School each .02

Class Register A card ruled in such a way as to

present the attendance of 20 scholars for a quarter, with other parti-

culars each .01

Teacher’s Roll-bock A bock of ten pages
with strong cover, providing for one year’s attendances and all parti-

culars of 20 scholars to be recorded each .03

Cradle Roll Certificate A handsome card in

colors, 10 by 7% in. for presentation to parent when child’s name is

placed on Cardie Roll each .02%
Cradle Roll Birthday Cards for presentation to each

child on Roll on its birthday each .01%
Cradle Roll Invitation SSltnl^^JT A stout card bearing

an invitation to parents to have their Baby’s name enrolled. The
other side is a blank for particulars of child to be filled in by parent

per loo .70

Baby Welcome Card For presentation to parents on birth

of child, reminding them of privilege of baptism. In five colors. ..each .01%
Scholar’s Record A blank for providing for all per-

sonal particulars of Scholar ; name, age, address, birthday, father,

etc — ... per 100 .40

Teacher’s Report A weekly blank dealing with
attendants and abrestees each Sunday, and the action taken by the
teacher regarding the latter per 100 .60

Little Fish y-il For presentation to each
scholar who succeeds in bringing a New Scholar with him. A
valuable aid in stirring up endeavor per 100 .25

Birthday Fish A beautiful “teumie” for pre-
sentation to each scholar on the Sunday following his birthday. Adds
greatly to the Sunday School order of service. In colors each .02

New-Comer’s Cards $£*3® Specially designed for
the New Scholars. Contains spaces for the first four attendances.
after which the new scholar is enrolled per 100 .40

Alphabet Cards A set of 14 cards illustrating the
different characters of the syllabary on separate cards. Greatly
appreciated by those learning to read. Used as attendance rewards

per set .04

THE TRACT HOUSE,
GERALD BONWICK. General Secretary. CHONG -NO, SEOUL.
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HONK! HONK!! HONK!!!
Tel. Add.

“GARAGE.” THE SEOUL GARAGE. Telph. No.

2183.

VULCANIZING, RETREADING AND ALL KINDS OF
REPAIR WORK. DUNLOP TYRES.

GIVE THE KIDDIES A TREAT WHEN YOU COME TO SEOUL.

Gars for Rent Day or INi^ht.

O XT !

HAVE perhaps been in the country many years, but have you ever

seen any of the following interesting places in and around Seoul?:—
Big Bell—Pagoda Park—Prince Yi Jr’s Palace with miles of

beautiful drives— Museum— Queen Min’s Tomb—Temple of The god
of War—Tribute Gate—White Buddha, etc.

Full information upon request. Special rates for Missionary Parties

and Itinerary trips.

W. W. TAYLOR, HO Hasegaiva.Cho, SEOUL.

Insure your Houses and Goods against loss by fire!!!

THE NEW ZEALAND INSURANCE Co, Ltd.

AGENTS FOR KOREA.
L. RONDON & Co., Seoul.

Travel and Tours in the F'ar East by Rail or Steamers, and to

the principal Capitals of Europe in TWELVE DAYS by the

GREAT TRANS-SIBERIAN
Information and tickets supplied by

L. RONDON & Co., Seoul, Agents.

Are you going to any point in America across the Pacific? We
shall be pleased to give you any information and provide you with the

necessary tickets.

Agents for the

PACIFIC MAIL STEAMSHIP COMPANY.

L. RONDON & Co.
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THE AMERICAN BIBLE SOCIETY

Korean, Mixed Script, Chinese, Japanese and English Scriptures,

and raised characters for the Blind. Scriptures in other languages
supplied on order.

We are ready to furnish Scriptures to Missionaries for sale or can
urnish money for the support of colporteurs and Bible women.

Dr. JUR. CHUSUKE KUDO,= BARRISTER. =
ALL MATTERS ATTENDED TO WITH PROMPTNESS & DESPATCH.

Land and Property Investigated and
all Legal Mattel's toith Relation to the Government

and Foreigners attended to.

ENGLISH SPOKEN—DIRECT TRANSACTIONS—NO INTERPRETATIONS NECESSARY.

TAIHEI DORI, SEOUL. Tel. No. 2342.

CARRY A FULL STOCK OF

SENT) FOB TRICE LIST OR BETTER

Call at the BIBLE HOUSE.
Make this your headquarters while in Seoul.

Y.M.C.A. BUILDING
Chong No.

Telegraphic Address

:

“ BIBLES ” SEOUL.

SOLE AGENT for

R. KONISHI & Co.

The Largest Photographic Supply Store
in the Orient.

Cameras, Lenses, Plates, Films, Papers, etc-, etc-

EASTMAN, VOIGLTLANDER, ILFORD
and other well-known supplies kept in stock.

Meiji IWach/ 2 Chome, Seoul. Tel. 2220-
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Graduated of Penn. Dental College.

Dental Work of Every Description.

OFFICE HOURS: 9 A.M. lo 4 P.M.

Hon Machi, Sanchome,— SEOUL, KOREA.
CHARGES MODERATE.

SOEUL BRANCH:
HONMACHI 2 CHOME. SEOUL.

(CHIN KOKAIJ

GROCERS & GENERAL MERCHANTS.

TELEPHONE Transfer Account (Furikae Chokin)
Nos. 212 and 1722. Keijo No. 44.

Orders from the interior will be attended to promptly, special

attention being paid to packing and safe delivery.

THE DAI-ICHI GINKO, LO
(FORMERLY THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF JAPAN.)

ESTABLISHED 1873.

CAPITAL
,
Subscribed ...

,, Paid Up
RESERVE FUND
DEPOSITS

HEAD OFFICE:
SEOUL BRANCH:

Yen 21,500,000

„ 13,437,500

„ 9,250,000

„ 87,000,000

TOKYO.

H0NMACHI 2-CHOME.
Tel. Nos. 11, 611 & 2317.
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Kwangju, Chosen.
Dear Bro. Deal :

—

I bought some cloth from you about a year ago when I stopped
in to see your work. It was class A. No. I. and I would like to
order more. Can you send me sample ?

Yours very truly,

Nanking, China.
Dear Deal :

—

We appreciate the kind of goods you turn out very much.
The shirts I have had made of your goods are the best I ever wore.
They last longest and keep their color best.

Sincerely yours,
* P. L. G.

(Note.—We do not have permission to publish the names of these

customers, therefore cannot do so.)

ORDER YOUR GOODS FROM THE ANGLO=KOREAN SCHOOL.

Address: G. H. DEAL,
SONGDO, KOREA.

ENGLISH SCRIPTURES
IN GREAT VARIETY & BINDINGS.

American Standard Revised Bibles (Nelson’s) from ¥1.00 to

¥22.00.
American Standard Revised New Testaments from 30 sen to ¥3.85.
English Bibles (King James version) from 85 sen to ¥8.00.
English New Testaments (King James version) from 30 sen to

¥4.00.
English Bibles (Revised version) from ¥1.50 to ¥10.00.

Weymouth’s “New Testament in Modern Speech” ¥1.30 and
¥4.00. Pocket Edition, ¥1.00 and ¥1.50.

Scofield’s “Reference Bible” ¥8.00 and ¥11.00.
Illustrated New Testament (King James version) 65 sen.

Book of Common Praver (English Church) 65 sen, ¥1.10 and

¥1.35.

THE KOREAN RELIGIOUS TRACT SOCIETY.
GERALD BONWICK, CHONG-NO, SEOUL.

Manager*
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THE BANK OF CHOSEN.
(FORMERLY THE BANK OF KOREA)

Capital Paid up Yen 10,000,000

GOVERNOR.
Dr. M. ICHIHARA.

1)1KECTORS.

R. MIZUKOSHI, Esq., T. MISHIMA, Esq., Y. KIMURA, Esq.

HEAD OFFICE, SEOUL.
TELEPHONE Nos. 331, 332, 1260, 1261, 1613.

BRANCHES:
KOREAN BRANCHES

Chemulpo, Pyongyang, Wonsan, Taiku, Fusan, Chinnampo
Kunsan, IVlokpo, IVlasan, Shinwiju, Hoilyong, Ranam.

MANCHURIAN BRANCHES

Antung, Mukden, Dairen, Chang-chun.

HOME BRANCHES
Tokyo, Osaka.

Every description of general banking and exchange business

transacted.



QV 1 :M 1 NE SU L PHATE

Exceptionally pure and active. Highly esteemed

by physicians for its value in preventing and

curing malaria and other fevers. It is successful

when impure quinines fail in their purpose.

QUININE
SULPHATE

(Lirp Fkit*)

1 oz. (28.35 gml)

Burroughs
Wellcome &Co.

LONDON

TWO FORMS ISSUED

“COMPACT” CRYSTALS, a very

convenient form, occupying only one-

third the room of the ordinary bulky

kind.

LIGHT FEATHERY CRYSTALS,
the ordinary form, but exceptionally

white and light. Supplied in bottles;

larger quantities in tins.

Obtainable at the

Principal Pharmacies

Burroughs Wellcome & Co., London
New York Montreal Sydney
Cape Town Milan Buenos Aires

and 44 Szechuen Road, Shanghai
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